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Analysis Information Senckenberg Wildlife Genetics Laboratory 
 

Type and Scope of Genetic Analyses It is our mission to aid species conservation and wildlife monitoring 

through providing modern molecular genetic methods. Therefore, we offer our cooperation in population genetic surveys 
of the following species:                    
Beaver, Brown bear, Common hamster, Eurasian otter, Eurasian lynx, Grey wolf, Wildcat. For these species we offer to 
generate individual genetic profiles using microsatellite markers (STRs) and SNPs (currently restricted to the wildcat) 
including tests for hybridisation and determination of population affiliation (if applicable). Furthermore, we perform 
species identification based on samples of unknown origin, using a set of mitochondrial sequence markers.  
Different sample types like tissue, hair, scat, urine, saliva, bones, and teeth can be analysed. For the detection of crayfish 
plague it is possible to use water samples of specific bodies of water. Please contact us before placing an order, so that we 
can discuss the procedure of a project or analysis. Please also note the information and FAQs below. 

Costs Our analyses are conducted under strict scientific standards. Particularly performing several replicates per sample 

and using high-quality chemicals cause considerable costs that have to be covered by the contractee. We only charge 
completed analyses (no partial analysis performance). Negative findings are considered results and will therefore be 
charged normally.  
 

All prices (in €) are plus VAT at 7% and are valid from the 22nd of January, 2015 on.  
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1 mitochondrial DNA-sequencing, usually a short fragment of the mtControl Region 
2 microsatellite analysis and mitochondrial DNA-sequencing  
3 high amount of DNA, therefore no replicated analyses required: fresh tissue and blood samples 
4 low DNA level, analyses with multiple replicates per sample: hair, scats, urine, saliva, blood traces 
5 urgent samples can only be processed after agreement via phone! 

 
 Package samples are at least 50 less urgent samples that arrive at the institute at the same time and that are part of one 

single order in our online tool (www.wildtiergenetik.de). Only for these samples the package price applies. The duration 
of analysis can vary considerably depending on the sample type and number and has to be discussed in advance. 

 Urgent samples are processed with a higher priority compared to package and standard samples. A maximum of five 
urgent samples can be sent in for analysis at once. The prices for urgent samples apply. 

 Standard samples are less than 50 less urgent samples that arrive at the institute at once and that are part of one single 
order in our online tool (www.wildtiergenetik.de). The price for standard samples applies.  

 In case genotyping is requested after the species identification verified the target species, the analysis type „genotyping 
incl. species identification and haplotype“ must be selected from the start. It is not possible to change the analysis type 
from „species identification incl. haplotype” to the genotyping option once an order has been placed. Should the species 
identification result in a species other than the target species, the genotyping will not be processed, and the price will be 
reduced to the species identification costs.  

 Species identification will be processed as soon as possible. No extra fee for urgent samples will be charged in this 
context. The processing time depends on the current number of samples that are to be processed at the institute. 

 Urgent samples will be processed as soon as possible and with highest priority. Sample processing time depends on the 
current number of samples to be processed at the institute. The additional charge for urgent samples does not apply in 
case the duration of analysis exceeds 10 working days from the day of sample arrival on (standard price will be charged). 

 For suspected wolf samples from Germany, special rules apply (see German version of this document, available online).  
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.wildtiergenetik.de/
http://www.wildtiergenetik.de/
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Shipping of Samples & Contact Details 
Please contact us via email or phone before sending samples. You need to place an order including all sample information 
in our online tool (www.wildtiergenetik.de), otherwise samples cannot be processed. Currently, the online tool is only 
available in German, but we are working on an English version and are happy to assist you in the meantime. Our website 
provides further information on wildlife genetics.  
 
Send the samples to:   
Labor für Wildtiergenetik, Senckenberg Standort Gelnhausen, Clamecystraße 12, 63571 Gelnhausen, Germany 
 

Contact Laura Hollerbach (Scientific Project Manager Wildlife Genetics) 

Phone: +49-6051-61954-3138 

Email: wildlifegenetics@senckenberg.de 
Online tool: www.wildtiergenetik.de 
Homepage: www.senckenberg.de/conservationgenetics 

 
 

Analysis Information & FAQs 
Use of data The Conservation Genetics Group is part of the Senckenberg Society for Nature Research. According to § 2 of the 

Society’s statute it is its task to conduct nature research and to make the results available for the public through publication, teaching, 
and museums. Therefore, we reserve the rights to use analysis data for scientific talks and publications. Exceptions from this rule must 
be discussed beforehand. By placing an order you agree on this scientific use of data.  

How safe are my results? The methods we use have been applied for years by laboratories worldwide for species identification, 

detection of hybridisation, and population assignment. Despite this, genetic analyses have certain limitations. For example, the results 
of microsatellite analyses depend on the reference data available as well as the statistical method development. Thus, the results can 
change to a certain extent through the addition of further reference samples. Sample contamination, which usually happens before or 
while collecting samples, may lead to unexpected results. For instance, the analysis of wolf scats may lead to corresponding results 
through contact with foxes or dogs. Please inform yourself regarding the safety of the results in case you are sceptical. According to our 
experience, incorrect results are extremely rare and often can be traced back to unclear labelling and contamination during sampling.  

Is there a guarantee that my samples will be analysed? Due to a lack of continuous funding, the number of employees 

changes depending on project and order situation. Therefore, the analysis service can be cancelled temporarily or permanently for 
particular species. 

Why are the analyses so expensive? The laboratory for wildlife genetics is financed solely through genetic analyses and 

successfully raised external funds. This includes chemicals and further consumable supplies as well as staff and equipment acquisition 
costs. Our prices therefore include costs for staff, hardware maintenance, and guarantees etc. We do not realise profits through our 
revenues; all earnings are used e.g. for employing scientific staff, modernising the laboratories, and developing new methods.  

Why do the analyses might take a while? We receive ~4000 samples from >100 contractees and cooperation partners per 

year. Approx. 95% of the samples are noninvasively collected and therefore have a critical DNA level. In order to achieve high success 
rates and reliable results, every sample is processed individually and with great care. In many cases a single sample represents a small 
scientific project of its own. Frequently, complex statistical analyses with hundreds of reference samples are necessary in order to 
provide evidence of a positive wolf sample, for instance. Such analyses are no routine like clinical diagnostics, and sometimes even 
require the preceding new development of adjusted marker systems. Furthermore, many samples are processed several times in a row 
due to low DNA levels and resulting unclear analysis results. 
 

http://www.wildtiergenetik.de/

